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								[image: Macramé Boho style Hand Woven Yoga Mat Carrying Strap]
								

								Macramé Boho style Hand Woven Yoga Mat ..

								RS.
									1,360																			
										Rs. 1,700										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: Macramé Boho style Hand Woven Yoga Mat Carrying Strap]
								

								Macramé Boho style Hand Woven Yoga Mat ..

								RS.
									1,394																			
										Rs. 1,700										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-4000C Commercial Upright Exercise Bike with iPad holder]
								

								BU-4000C Commercial Upright Exerc..

								RS.
									109,968																			
										Rs. 139,200										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BR-4000C Commercial Recumbent Exercise Bike with iPad holder]
								

								BR-4000C Commercial Recumbent Exe..

								RS.
									357,084																			
										Rs. 425,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EC-4000 Commercial Elliptical Trainer]
								

								EC-4000 Commercial Elliptical Tra..

								RS.
									217,382																			
										Rs. 265,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BDS-1000 Adjustable Combination Dumbbells Bench with Storage]
								

								BDS-1000 Adjustable Combination D..

								RS.
									42,600																			
										Rs. 84,500										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: PR-500 Multi-Functional Power Rack]
								

								PR-500 Multi-Functional Power Rac..

								RS.
									42,600																			
										Rs. 95,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: ST-2L Aerobic Stepper for Home]
								

								ST-2L Aerobic Stepper for Home

								RS.
									1,875																			
										Rs. 3,950										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: RB-9M Gym Battle Rope with Protective Hand Grip]
								

								RB-9M Gym Battle Rope with Protec..

								RS.
									4,750																			
										Rs. 8,550										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BCA-130 Marvel Edition Bluetooth Smart Scale]
								

								BCA-130 Marvel Edition Bluetooth ..

								RS.
									2,926																			
										Rs. 5,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BCA-140 Marvel Edition Bluetooth Smart Scale]
								

								BCA-140 Marvel Edition Bluetooth ..

								RS.
									2,968																			
										Rs. 5,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BCA-145 Spider Man Edition Bluetooth Smart Scale]
								

								BCA-145 Spider Man Edition Blueto..

								RS.
									2,968																			
										Rs. 6,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: YP6-1.1 Marvel PVC Yoga mat with Bag for Gym Workout]
								

								YP6-1.1 Marvel PVC Yoga mat with ..

								RS.
									1,480																			
										Rs. 1,900										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: YP6-1.2 Captain America PVC Yoga mat with Bag for Gym Workout]
								

								YP6-1.2 Captain America PVC Yoga ..

								RS.
									1,480																			
										Rs. 1,900										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: YP6-1.3 Ironman PVC Yoga mat with Bag for Gym Workout]
								

								YP6-1.3 Ironman PVC Yoga mat with..

								RS.
									1,480																			
										Rs. 1,900										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: SAC-1000 SKI Machine for Commercial Use]
								

								SAC-1000 SKI Machine for Commercial Use

								RS.
									54,000																			
										Rs. 135,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-400 Magnetic Upright Bike with iPad holder]
								

								BU-400 Magnetic Upright Bike with..

								RS.
									13,243																			
										Rs. 25,400										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-350 Magnetic Upright Bike with iPad holder]
								

								BU-350 Magnetic Upright Bike with..

								RS.
									12,630																			
										Rs. 21,500										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-300 Magnetic Upright Bike]
								

								BU-300 Magnetic Upright Bike

								RS.
									11,106																			
										Rs. 19,500										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-740 Upright Exercise Bike with Hand Pulse]
								

								BU-740 Upright Exercise Bike with..

								RS.
									38,721																			
										Rs. 68,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-250S Elliptical Cross Trainer with Adjustable Seat]
								

								EH-250S Elliptical Cross Trainer ..

								RS.
									24,960																			
										Rs. 32,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-250S Elliptical Cross Trainer with Adjustable Seat]
								

								EH-250S Elliptical Cross Trainer ..

								RS.
									21,342																			
										Rs. 36,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-350S Magnetic Elliptical Cross Trainer with Soft Seat]
								

								EH-350S Magnetic Elliptical Cross..

								RS.
									29,837																			
										Rs. 54,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EC-1000 Semi-Commercial Elliptical Cross Trainer with Magnetic Resistance]
								

								EC-1000 Semi-Commercial Elliptica..

								RS.
									97,170																			
										Rs. 123,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-760  Elliptical Cross Trainer with Water Bottle Cage]
								

								EH-760  Elliptical Cross Trainer ..

								RS.
									47,196																			
										Rs. 88,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BCA-140 Thor Edition Bluetooth Smart Scale]
								

								BCA-140 Thor Edition Bluetooth Sm..

								RS.
									2,968																			
										Rs. 5,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BCA-130 Marvel Edition Bluetooth Smart Scale]
								

								BCA-130 Marvel Edition Bluetooth ..

								RS.
									2,926																			
										Rs. 3,350										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BCA-130 Marvel Edition Bluetooth Smart Scale]
								

								BCA-130 Marvel Edition Bluetooth ..

								RS.
									2,926																			
										Rs. 3,350										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: JogPad-2® Touch Screen Dual Display Treadmill with Bluetooth Speaker]
								

								JogPad-2® Touch Scree..

								RS.
									41,314																			
										Rs. 75,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: TAC-3500 Commercial Motorized Treadmill]
								

								TAC-3500 Commercial Motorized Tre..

								RS.
									327,850																			
										Rs. 395,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-200-NX121 Magnetic Upright Bike for Home Use]
								

								BU-200-NX121 Magnetic Upright Bik..

								RS.
									8,771																			
										Rs. 14,500										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-200-AL143 Magnetic Upright Bike for Home Use]
								

								BU-200-AL143 Magnetic Upright Bik..

								RS.
									8,771																			
										Rs. 14,500										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-200-AL156 Magnetic Upright Bike for Home Use]
								

								BU-200-AL156 Magnetic Upright Bik..

								RS.
									8,771																			
										Rs. 14,500										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: PDS-20P PVC Coated Cement Dumbbells Set]
								

								PDS-20P PVC Coated Cement Dumbbel..

								RS.
									1,911																			
										Rs. 5,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: PDS-20P+ Adjustable PVC Cement Dumbbells Set]
								

								PDS-20P+ Adjustable PVC Cement Du..

								RS.
									2,145																			
										Rs. 5,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BS-151 Home Use Group Bike/Spin Bike]
								

								BS-151 Home Use Group Bike/Spin B..

								RS.
									19,845																			
										Rs. 45,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-300 Elliptical Cross Trainer with Hand Pulse]
								

								EH-300 Elliptical Cross Trainer w..

								RS.
									19,992																			
										Rs. 28,634										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-510 Magnetic Upright Bike with LCD Display]
								

								BU-510 Magnetic Upright Bike with..

								RS.
									14,407																			
										Rs. 20,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-515 Magnetic Upright Bike with LCD Display]
								

								BU-515 Magnetic Upright Bike with..

								RS.
									15,654																			
										Rs. 23,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: MB-165 Exercise Spin Bike for home use]
								

								MB-165 Exercise Spin Bike for hom..

								RS.
									33,262																			
										Rs. 48,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-750 Elliptical Cross Trainer with Water Bottle Cage]
								

								EH-750 Elliptical Cross Trainer w..

								RS.
									43,344																			
										Rs. 78,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: RH-150 Magnetic Foldable Rowing Machine for Home use]
								

								RH-150 Magnetic Foldable Rowing M..

								RS.
									31,482																			
										Rs. 45,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-800 Motorized Elliptical Cross Trainer with Magnetic Resistance for home use]
								

								EH-800 Motorized Elliptical Cross..

								RS.
									57,809																			
										Rs. 99,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: MB-145 Exercise Spin Bike for home use]
								

								MB-145 Exercise Spin Bike for hom..

								RS.
									23,323																			
										Rs. 37,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BU-610 Magnetic Upright Bike with LCD Display]
								

								BU-610 Magnetic Upright Bike with..

								RS.
									19,379																			
										Rs. 32,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: TAC-3000 Commercial Motorized Treadmill]
								

								TAC-3000 Commercial Motorized Tre..

								RS.
									244,850																			
										Rs. 295,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: TAC-550 Semi-Commercial Motorized Treadmill with 10.1inch Touch Screen]
								

								TAC-550 Semi-Commercial Motorized..

								RS.
									140,600																			
										Rs. 230,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: TAC-585 Semi-Commercial Motorized Treadmill with 15.6inch Touch Screen]
								

								TAC-585 Semi-Commercial Motorized..

								RS.
									146,150																			
										Rs. 240,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EC-900 Semi-Commercial Elliptical Trainer]
								

								EC-900 Semi-Commercial Elliptical..

								RS.
									72,499																			
										Rs. 105,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BM-100A Multi-functional Bench Press]
								

								BM-100A Multi-functional Bench Pr..

								RS.
									16,400																			
										Rs. 30,500										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-260S Elliptical Cross Trainer with Hand Pulse]
								

								EH-260S Elliptical Cross Trainer ..

								RS.
									24,752																			
										Rs. 45,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: PDKS-20P Adjustable PVC Cement Kettlebell Dumbbells Set]
								

								PDKS-20P Adjustable PVC Cement Ke..

								RS.
									2,925																			
										Rs. 6,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: STC-01 Professional Fitness Stair Climber]
								

								STC-01 Professional Fitness Stair..

								RS.
									360,800																			
										Rs. 451,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BS-130 Home Use Group Bike/Spin Bike]
								

								BS-130 Home Use Group Bike/Spin B..

								RS.
									16,985																			
										Rs. 39,050										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BS-MINI Mini Cycle Pedal Exerciser with Adjustable Resistance]
								

								BS-MINI Mini Cycle Pedal Exercise..

								RS.
									3,735																			
										Rs. 4,500										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: EH-850 Elliptical Cross Trainer with Hand Pulse, Water Bottle Cage for Home Use]
								

								EH-850 Elliptical Cross Trainer w..

								RS.
									59,570																			
										Rs. 104,000										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: B-S2 Home Use Group Bike/Spin Bike]
								

								B-S2 Home Use Group Bike/Spin Bik..

								RS.
									34,809																			
										Rs. 68,800										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: TAC-600® Semi-Commercial Motorized Treadmill with Android & iOS App]
								

								TAC-600® Semi-Commerc..

								RS.
									144,975																			
										Rs. 213,900										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: BR-800 Magnetic Recumbent Bike]
								

								BR-800 Magnetic Recumbent Bike

								RS.
									46,115																			
										Rs. 99,510										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: TMC-2500 Commercial Curve Treadmill]
								

								TMC-2500 Commercial Curve Treadmi..

								RS.
									222,831																			
										Rs. 275,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-002 Pectoral/Butterfly Machine]
								

								GS-002 Pectoral/Butterfly Machine

								RS.
									136,578																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-003A Lateral Raise]
								

								GS-003A Lateral Raise

								RS.
									136,578																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-005 Cable Crossover]
								

								GS-005 Cable Crossover

								RS.
									230,931																			
										Rs. 285,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-007 Triceps Extension]
								

								GS-007 Triceps Extension

								RS.
									147,084																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-020 Smith Machine]
								

								GS-020 Smith Machine

								RS.
									166,131																			
										Rs. 205,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-023 Hack Squat]
								

								GS-023 Hack Squat

								RS.
									172,284																			
										Rs. 205,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-023A 45 Degree Angled Leg Press]
								

								GS-023A 45 Degree Angled Leg Pres..

								RS.
									199,835																			
										Rs. 235,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-23B Super Squat]
								

								GS-23B Super Squat

								RS.
									148,080																			
										Rs. 185,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-027 Vertical Knee Raise]
								

								GS-027 Vertical Knee Raise

								RS.
									52,080																			
										Rs. 65,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-028 Back Hyper Extension Roman Chair]
								

								GS-028 Back Hyper Extension Roman..

								RS.
									44,080																			
										Rs. 55,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-029 Seated Calf Machine]
								

								GS-029 Seated Calf Machine

								RS.
									52,080																			
										Rs. 65,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-031 Incline Level Row]
								

								GS-031 Incline Level Row

								RS.
									61,582																			
										Rs. 75,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-033 Seated Preacher Curl]
								

								GS-033 Seated Preacher Curl

								RS.
									53,382																			
										Rs. 65,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-034 Multi-Purpose Bench (Utility Bench)]
								

								GS-034 Multi-Purpose Bench (Utili..

								RS.
									28,782																			
										Rs. 35,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-035 Flat Bench]
								

								GS-035 Flat Bench

								RS.
									28,782																			
										Rs. 35,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-036 Super Bench]
								

								GS-036 Super Bench

								RS.
									53,382																			
										Rs. 65,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-037 Adjustable Decline Bench]
								

								GS-037 Adjustable Decline Bench

								RS.
									45,182																			
										Rs. 55,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-038 Barbell Rack]
								

								GS-038 Barbell Rack

								RS.
									94,997																			
										Rs. 115,850										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GSD-014A Leg Extension & Leg Curl]
								

								GSD-014A Leg Extension & Leg Curl

								RS.
									159,982																			
										Rs. 195,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-039 2-Tier Dumbbell Rack (10 Pairs)]
								

								GS-039 2-Tier Dumbbell Rack (10 P..

								RS.
									45,182																			
										Rs. 55,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-001 Incline Chest Press]
								

								GS-001 Incline Chest Press

								RS.
									147,084																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-003 Shoulder Press]
								

								GS-003 Shoulder Press

								RS.
									141,831																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-004 Seated/Vertical Row]
								

								GS-004 Seated/Vertical Row

								RS.
									136,578																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-006 Biceps Curl]
								

								GS-006 Biceps Curl

								RS.
									141,831																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-008 Seated Dip]
								

								GS-008 Seated Dip

								RS.
									138,329																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-009 Back Extension]
								

								GS-009 Back Extension

								RS.
									140,080																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-010 Abdominal Isolator]
								

								GS-010 Abdominal Isolator

								RS.
									143,582																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-011 Dip/Chin Assist]
								

								GS-011 Dip/Chin Assist

								RS.
									147,084																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-012 Lat Pull Down]
								

								GS-012 Lat Pull Down

								RS.
									149,931																			
										Rs. 185,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-014 Leg Extension]
								

								GS-014 Leg Extension

								RS.
									136,578																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-015 Leg Press]
								

								GS-015 Leg Press

								RS.
									149,931																			
										Rs. 185,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GS-016A Glute Isolator Standing Leg Extension]
								

								GS-016A Glute Isolator Standing L..

								RS.
									140,080																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GSD-002A Rear Delt/Pec Fly]
								

								GSD-002A Rear Delt/Pec Fly

								RS.
									143,582																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GSD-003A Multi Press]
								

								GSD-003A Multi Press

								RS.
									159,982																			
										Rs. 195,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GSD-007A Biceps + Triceps Extension]
								

								GSD-007A Biceps + Triceps Extensi..

								RS.
									159,982																			
										Rs. 195,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GSD-012A Lat Pull Down + Row]
								

								GSD-012A Lat Pull Down + Row

								RS.
									159,982																			
										Rs. 195,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
							
						

					

										
						
							
								[image: GSD-009A Abdominal & Back Extension]
								

								GSD-009A Abdominal & Back Extensi..

								RS.
									159,982																			
										Rs. 195,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
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								GSD-019A Abductor & Adductor

								RS.
									159,982																			
										Rs. 195,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
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								GS-013 Seated Leg Curl

								RS.
									154,129																			
										Rs. 195,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
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								GS-013A Prone Leg Curl

								RS.
									136,578																			
										Rs. 175,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
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								GS-005A Functional Trainer

								RS.
									241,982																			
										Rs. 295,100										
																	

							
							Add To cart
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						Popular Products
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								PA-87 - Spring Collar Olympic (50mm)

								₹ 2,050  		₹ 2,500 								

								Add To cart
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								PA-83-Spring Collar (25mm)

								₹ 1,955  		₹ 2,300 								

								Add To cart
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								PA-80 Collar Light

								₹ 1,200  		₹ 1,500 								

								Add To cart
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								PA-81 Collar Heavy

								₹ 1,530  		₹ 1,800 								

								Add To cart
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								PA-113 Seated Row Chinning Bar

								₹ 1,053  		₹ 1,350 								

								Add To cart
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								PF-05 Heavy AB Slimmer

								₹ 8,943  		₹ 11,466 								

								Add To cart
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								Push Up Bar

								₹ 409  		₹ 499 								

								Add To cart
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								Bosu Ball

								₹ 4,153  		₹ 5,191 								

								Add To cart
								
								

							 
						

									

			

		

	
		
	
	
		
			
				
					
						About POWERMAX FITNESS

					

				

			

			
				
					At PowerMax we are passionate about exercise and wellness. Fitness is of the utmost importance in this day and lifestyle. More and more of us lead more sedentary, office-based lives as computers dominate many professions. Our goal at PowerMax is to Spread fitness awareness and get you fitter by making it as easy and as fun as possible for a longer, healthier, happier life......

					Spiritual Mission Statement


					» Make people mentally fit by spreading Fitness awareness, motivating them to lead a healthier life through exercise

					» Giving detailed insights into the benefits of exercise, making individuals motivated to ....

					Read More
				

				 
					ISO 9001 : 2015 CERTIFIED
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                                    Aradhana Sharma

                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Reecha Sinha

                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Shivin Narang

                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Shraddha Arya

                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Shivani Gupta

                                     Fitness Model  
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                                    Pooja Banerjee

                                     Indian Actress  
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                                    Yash Mukati

                                     Fitness Influencer  
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                                    Shradha Chouhan

                                     Miss Face of Humanity India 2023  
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                                    Ayesha Malik

                                     Lifestyle Influencer  
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                                    Khusboo Bhola

                                     Fitness Influencer   
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                                    Priyanka Singh

                                     Fitness Influencer (Yoga)  
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                                    Shweta Pal

                                     Lifestyle Influencer  
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                                    Shagun Panday

                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Dinesh Dagar

                                     Indian Boxer  
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                                    Pranati Nayak

                                     Indian Gymnast  
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                                    Vikas Thakur

                                     Indian Wrestler  
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                                     Indian Wrestler  
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                                    Anuja Patil

                                     Indian Women Cricketer  
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                                    Rohit Roy 

                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Manoj Patil

                                     IFBB Pro Athelte  
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                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Shweta Mehta

                                     Fitness Athelte  
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                                    Lalit Yadav

                                     Indian cricketer, Delhi Capitals  
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                                    Vishesh Bhrighunvanshi

                                     Indian Basketball Captain  
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                                    Kishwer Merchant

                                     Indian Television Actress  
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                                     Indian Boxer  
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                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Ridhiema Tiwari

                                     Indian Actor  
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                                    Bandgi Kalra

                                     Model  
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                                    Ananya Rujhun

                                     Fashion & Beauty Influencer  
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                                    Khushi Gupta

                                      Fitness Model  
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						Know about Treadmill Online in India:

					

				

			

			
				
					Fitness in India is not just a fashion mantra but it has become part and parcel of our lifestyle. Fitness conscious Indians have adopted exercise in their routine life. And when it comes to exercise, running and jogging top the chart. This is where treadmill plays an important role in our lives. Treadmill is widely used by calorie-conscious Indians today. Buy Treadmill online form Powermaxfitness.net. These Treadmills provide you comfort in usage as you are not required to go to over-crowded joggers' parks or traffic-ridden roads. You can place this treadmill anywhere in your house, and use whenever you feel like doing exercise. Moreover, you can adjust the speed of treadmills according to your comfort level-if you want to start slow or just like to have a walk, adjust the speed accordingly. Once your warm-up is done, you can increase the speed of fitness treadmill belt. Another benefit of treadmill in India is that you can avoid severe seasons like monsoon, winter and summer. If seasons hamper your enthusiasm to go out and run, these treadmills can be of great help. You can continuously follow your regimen without any interruption due to seasonal changes. 

					While making a decision of buying Treadmill, It would be a smart choice to Buy Treadmill Online from us because it takes less time and efforts. Powermax Fitness makes buying Treadmill Online a correct decision as it provides a wide range of treadmills, which suit all the different needs. We have good presence in Mumbai, Goa, Pune & many other parts of India.

					 Why you should buy your treadmill Online from Powermax Fitness

					» We offer an extensive range of treadmills, covering all budgets

					» Your treadmill warranty: All treadmills come with a minimum 1 year parts and labour warranty. Many far exceed this with 3 and 5 year warranties depending on Models

					» Treadmill delivery : Delivered direct to your door

					At PowerMax we are passionate about exercise and wellness. Fitness is of the utmost importance in this day and age. More and more of us lead more sedentary, office based lives as computers dominate many professions. Our goal at PowerMax is to Spread fitness awareness and get you fitter by making it as easy and as fun as possible for a longer, healthier, happier life...... 

					 Three areas that we focus to help us achieve our goals are :

					» Fitness Centres

					» Commercial Gym Setup

					» Fitness Equipment Stores

					PowerMax from the USA, is a world-recognized brand of gym-equipment trusted by gyms, fitness-centres, health-centres and fitness-freaks across the globe. Brought to you by PowerMax Fitness (India) Private Limited, PowerMax has become a reputed health-brand here in India also.

					PowerMax comes to you with international quality that an American brand would never compromise on. 

					 3 Reasons you will SAVE yourself from Post-Purchase Regret: 

					» Trouble-Free Home-Delivery & Installation

					» Trouble-Free, Onsite, After-Sales Service For Repairs & Maintenance

					» Adequately Covered With A Warranty That Is Easy To Enforce

					PowerMax(India) offers FREE-delivery-and-installation anywhere in India. 'Installation' is a critical issue that most online-sellers don't offer and most buyers end up regretting about later. Few PowerMax treadmills come preinstalled and can be just unpacked-and-start-using, but for those that do need installation, PowerMax(India) gives 100% FREE ONSITE INSTALLATION anywhere across India.

					
“Spares”- the key issue in quick-repair-service 

					PowerMax (India) has a country-wide network of servicing-personnel that ensures that our customers get efficient, onsite after-sales-repair-and-maintenance-service in the fastest possible time. Unlike others, to ensure speed and quality of doorstep-delivery of service, PowerMax does not outsource its after-sales-service to any third-party. The company manages this aspect centrally and for the entire country. No depending on franchisees, contractors or shop-owners for after-sales-service. Our company-personnel cover the entire country, even the remotest village where we have our product.

					

					Buy Powermax Treadmills Online At Best Prices 

					Are you looking to buy treadmill online? Check out various treadmill models of Powermax. You can buy treadmill online at lowest price @ Powermax Fitness website. We offer both domestic and commercial treadmills. Our wide range of home use treadmill allows everyone to buy and do daily workouts. Treadmills are used for daily workouts, its also commonly known as running machine. One can walk or run on treadmill at various speed. Powermax Treadmills are one of the best selling treadmills online, our most of the treadmills have got 4.5 star rating and very good reviews in terms of the quality of product as well as the price for that quality.  

					Check out the list of best selling treadmills of 2018 by Powermax.

					1. PowerMax Fitness TDM125S 2HP (4HP peak) Motorized Treadmill 

					2. Powermax Fitness TDM-98 1.5 HP (3.0 HP peak) Motorised Treadmill

					3. Powermax Fitness TDM-100 S Motorized Treadmill 1.5 HP

					4. Powermax Fitness TDA-230 2HP(4 HP Peak) Motorized Treadmill

					and list goes on..
					

					 PowerMax Treadmills Come With A 3 Year's Motor Warranty Against 1 Year Motor Warranty Given By Most Other.  
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									Nationwide Service Network

									On site service anywhere in India
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									Certified Products

									CE. GS. RoHS. certified products
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									Free  Delivery

									Free & lightning fast delivery
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									Call Us

									Sales +91-8080-269-269 
 Service +91-8080-206-206
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						Testimonials

					

				

			

			
				
					
						
						
							
																					
								
									
										
											Nice service! Got product on time and in excellent condition!?!!

											Tech review  (Delhi) 
										

									

								

							

														
								
									
										
											Cheap, prompt delivery in time and, good value for money. Will recommend to others.

											Ravichandran  (Chennai, TN) 
										

									

								

							

														
								
									
										
											Good and prompt service with the professional approach by-product supplier as well as a logistic manager.

											PTM (Surat, Gujrat) 
										

									

								

							

														
								
									
										
											Excellent Product. Very easy to assemble and install. Look of the product is also very good. Best for Home use. Only the quality of Spanners and Screw-driver in the toolkit for installation needs improvement. Other items in the toolkit are alright. Product manual also should have been more elaborate. Overall I liked the product.

											Subrata Mandal  (Visakhaptanam AP) 
										

									

								

							

														
								
									
										
											Yeah, it was so nice ... And the machine s too good...Ur support for the delivery is also to supportive n good... I will give me a rating as 9 out of 10...A machine with many options for a variety of massage ...

											MR GOKUL VEL FROM PONDICHERRY 
										

									

								

							

														
								
									
										
											high-end product

											AMAZON CUSTOMER 
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					Thank you for considering PowerMax Fitness.

					
						Please find below the Coupon Code to avail the discount.

						POWERMAX15
					

				

				
					Close
				

			

		

	

	
		
			
				
					 
						Be the first to know

						Get all the latest information on Products, Sales and Offers.
						Sign up for newsletter today.
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							10% OFF*

							ENTER YOUR DETAILS BELOW TO UNLOCK THE CODE NOW!

							
								
								
							

							
								
								
							

							
								
								
							

						

						

					

					
						Unlock My Code
						No, I Don't Want to Save My Money
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